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Introduction - Your UV-5RA radio has been programed to provide you with a pre-set channel set-up. You 

have a wide variety of frequencies ready to be used simply by entering the channel number. This guide 

was designed to help you get started faster and easier than the existing owner’s manual. 

 

Basic Radio Operation - 

 

 
 

1. Antenna connection point. 
2. Power and Volume knob. Turn the knob to the right (clockwise) to turn the radio on and increase 

volume. Turn the knob to the left (counter - clockwise) to decrease the volume and turn the radio 
off. 

3. Information Display Screen.  
 

 
188  Displays the channel # (There are only channels 0 - 127). The “188” is for 

display example purposes only. 

25, 75  These would be the last 2 (right most two) places of the frequency setting. 

CT  If displayed = CTCSS enabled. 

DCS  If displayed = DCS enabled 

+, -  If displayed  = Direction of frequency shift. 

S  If displayed  = Dual watch enabled 

VOX  If displayed  = VOX enabled 

18 
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R  If displayed  = Reverse function enabled 

N  If displayed  = Narrowband enabled 

 
Amount of battery charge remaining. 

 
If displayed  = Key pad is locked. 

L H L = 1 watt transmission power is set. 

H = 4 watt transmission power is set. 
 Which band is active. 

 If displayed  = you are transmitting. 

 

4. Call key - 

 Push and release the radio shift to FM reception mode. Push and release again the radio 
shifts back to transceiver mode. 

 Push and hold the alarm sounds and the LED starts to flash. Press again and the alarm and 
light turn off. 

5. PTT key. Press to transmit. Release immediately when done transmitting. Your radio is programmed 
to automatically terminate transmitting after 60 seconds. 

6. Monitor key.  

 Press and release the LED light will turn on. Press it again and the LED light will begin to 
flash. Press it again and the LED light will turn off. 

 Press and hold the squelch on the active channel will be opened and you will hear whatever 
is being received by the radio without squelch filtering. 

7. Keypad 
8. Speaker and microphone. This is a combination of speaker and microphone. If you an accessory 

plugged into #9, #8 will be disabled. 
9. Accessory jack. This dual-jack is for connecting accessories such as an auxiliary speaker/mic, a lapel 

mic and privacy ear piece, programming cable. 
10. V/M mode key (VFO/MR). VFO = “frequency mode” where the frequency will be displayed. MR = 

“memory mode” where channel information will be displayed. 

 When in VFO mode pressing and briefly holding the “scan” key (about 1 second) will begin 
scanning frequencies based on the “frequency step.” Scanning frequencies is slow, only a 
little better than one (1) step per second. 

 When in MR mode pressing and briefly holding the “scan” key (about 1 second) will begin 
scanning channels at the rate of approximately three (3) channels per second. 

 See the “Scan Resume” id in the General Radio Settings for information on when scanning 
will resume. 

11. Status LED light. 

 Red = transmitting. 

 Green = receiving. 

 Off = standing-by. 
12. A / B select key. Pressing the key will alternately switch between the “A” and “B” bands (top and 

bottom display screen). 
13. Frequency band select key. When in VFO mode only pressing the band key will switch between the 

2m and 70cm frequency bands. 
14. Battery.  
15. Battery contacts. When looking at the contact: 

 Left contact = positive terminal. 

 Middle contact = ground contact. 
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 Right contact = negative contact. 
16. Battery release latch. Sometimes you have to press the battery firmly into place to hear the “click” 

indicating that the battery is correctly inserted. 
17. Lanyard loop. 
18. LED light.  
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Keys & Keypad 

KEY SYMBOL FUNCTION 

1 STEP In Channel Mode - this will act as an entered number to select the channel you 
wish to jump to. 
In Programming Mode - allows you set the amount of frequency change. 

2 TXP In Channel Mode - this will act as an entered number to select the channel you 
wish to jump to. 
In Programming Mode - allows you to set the transmission power level. 

3 SAVE In Channel Mode - this will act as an entered number to select the channel you 
wish to jump to. 
In Programming Mode - allows you to set the battery sleep cycle. 

4 VOX In Channel Mode - this will act as an entered number to select the channel you 
wish to jump to. 
In Programming Mode - allows you to turn on the voice operated transmission. 

5 WN In Channel Mode - this will act as an entered number to select the channel you 
wish to jump to. 
In Programming Mode - allows you to set Wide or Narrow band. 

6 ABR In Channel Mode - this will act as an entered number to select the channel you 
wish to jump to. 
In Programming Mode - allows you to set the amount of time the display is lit 
after the operation is completed (i.e. Tx). 

7 TDR In Channel Mode - this will act as an entered number to select the channel you 
wish to jump to. 
In Programming Mode -allows you to set the dual watch/transceiver dual 
reception option. 

8 BEEP In Channel Mode - this will act as an entered number to select the channel you 
wish to jump to. 
In Programming Mode - allows you to set the audible ‘beep’ sound when 
pressing keys. 

9 TOT In Channel Mode - this will act as an entered number to select the channel you 
wish to jump to. 
In Programming Mode - allows you to set the transmission timeout timer, 
limiting the length of transmission. 

0 SQL In Channel Mode - this will act as an entered number to select the channel you 
wish to jump to. 
In Programming Mode - allows you to set the squelch level. 

* SCAN Pressing the key (do not hold down) will change the scan mode from forward to 
reverse. 
Pressing and holding the key for 2 seconds will start the scan feature.  The radio 
will scan the channels until an active signal is received, then it will stop on that 
channel. Pressing the key again for 2 seconds will resume the scan feature. 

# 
 

If the symbol appears on the LCD screen your radio keypad is locked. Press the 
key for 2 seconds to unlock the radio keypad. 
If the does not appear on the LCD screen your radio keypad buttons are 
available. Pressing the key (do not hold down) will shift between low power and 
high power. You will know if the radio is in low power mode because an “L” will 
appear on the LCD screen. 
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KEY SYMBOL FUNCTION 
V/M  Pressing this key switches back and forth between the Memory Mode (Channel 

Mode) and VFO Mode. 
Your radio has been programmed for Channel Mode.  
See “VFO Mode” for more information on this function. 

A/B  Pressing this key switches back and forth between the two available frequency 
bands. 
A = The top frequency band 
B = The bottom frequency band 
You can listen to an incoming signal on either band. 
To transmit you must change to that frequency bad. Pressing the A/B key will 
switch between those two bands. 

BAND  When in Channel Mode this key is non-functional. 
When in VFO Mode pressing the key momentarily will switch between the two 
bands (2m & 70cm) available on the radio.  

 Although the 2m band starts at 144.000, the radio can actually start at 
130.000. 

 Although the 70cm band starts 420.000, the radio can actually start at 
400.000. 

  When in Channel Mode this key will move up one channel for each press (i.e. 
channel 8 -> 9). If you press this key when at the top most channel (i.e. 127) it 
will cycle to channel 1. 
When in VFO Mode this key will increase the frequency by .005 for each press of 
the key (example 440.000 -> 440.005). 
In Programming Mode - allows you to cycle through menu options. 

  When in Channel Mode this key will move down one channel for each press (i.e. 
channel 15 ->14). If you press this key when at the lowest most channel (i.e. 1) it 
will cycle to channel 127. 
When in VFO Mode this key will increase the frequency by .005 for each press of 
the key (example 440.000 -> 440.005). 
In Programming Mode - allows you to cycle through menu options. 

EXIT  This key is only used when in the programming mode. The key is non-functional 
when not in programming mode. 
If you have entered information in the programming mode and want to save 
that information you must press the “menu” key before exiting. If you press the 
“exit” key after you have entered programming information, without pressing 
the “menu” key, all of your changes will be lost. 

MENU  Pressing this key puts the radio into programming mode. 
In Programming Mode - you must press this key to save changes, otherwise all 
changes will be lost. 

CALL  Pressing this key momentarily switches the radio to the FM band. Pressing is 
momentarily while in the FM band switches back to normal radio operational 
bands. 
Pressing and holding this key down for 1 second will turn on the alarm. The LED 
light will flash and a siren will sound. The volume of the siren is controlled by the 
volume knob. Pressing this key again will turn off the alarm. 

MON  Pressing the key momentarily will turn on the LED light. Pressing it again will 
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KEY SYMBOL FUNCTION 
make the LED light flash. Pressing it again will turn off the light. 
Pressing and hold this key removes all squelch from the frequency you are 
listening to. 

PPT  Pressing and holding this key will allow you to transmit.  
The length of your transmission is also controlled by the “TOT” (time out timer) 
setting. The default for AHTrimble ComPlans is 60 seconds. Your transmission 
will automatically cease after 60 seconds of transmitting. This is to prevent a 
“stuck mic” and covering up the frequency. Keep your messages short and 
concise. If you need to continue delivering a message say “break” prior to 60 
seconds, release the PPT key, then press and hold the PPT key again to continue 
another 60 seconds of transmitting. 
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Advanced Radio Operation & Topics - 
 
1. Keypad Lock - Your radio is programmed that the keypad is automatically locked when the radio is 

turned on. This is to help prevent accidently pressing a key and changing the set-up. To unlock the 
radio’s keypad press the # key. The keypad will automatically lock again after 8 second on keypad 
inactivity. 

 
2. Changing Channel - You can change channel on your radio in two ways: 

 In MR mode select the band you wish to change the channel. Then press the  or  key to 
move the channel up/down one channel at a time. 

 In MR mode select the band you wish to change the channel. Then enter the number of the 
channel you wish to use. All three digits must be entered even in the leading one or two 
digits are zeros. 

 
3. Using the keypad to program the radio - I don’t recommend this unless you have no option to 

program with a computer and the RT Systems software. If you find you must program via the keypad 
refer to page #11 of the Baofeng Owner’s Manual or Chapter #4 of the Lidberg Baofeng Owner’s 
Manual. 

 
4. Antenna Usage -  

a. The “stubby” antenna that comes standard with the radio limits the distance of transmitting 
and receiving of the radio.  

b. The 14.5” antenna is far more suited to the 2m and 70cm bands. You will find that you can 
transmit and receive further with this antenna. You will also find that reception clarity is 
better as well. 

c. The Tram 1185 magnetic mount antenna is the option I recommend for radio operations 
inside a vehicle.  

d. Any other dual-band (2m and 70cm) antenna will work as well. You will want to use a SWR 
meter to make sure you are within acceptable limits. 1:1.5 is fine.  

e. Remember that you must use the MPD antenna adapter cable when using an antenna that 
has the UHF PL-259 connection.   

 
5. RT Systems Software - 

a. Make sure right after you install the software you go to “help” and run “check for updates” 
right away. This will install any patches, fixes, or updates. 

b. Go to “settings” then “preferences” and set preferences as shown below… 
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c. Any time you begin the radio programming operation (actually uploading to the radio) 

remember to download what is already on the radio first. Create a new programming file, 
then you choose the “communications” option then, “get data from radio”. Now switch over 
to the file you want to upload to the radio and proceed. 

d. Under the “general radio settings” there are lots of options. Read the “RT Systems UV-5RA 
General Radio Settings Documentation” document first. It will help you understand many of 
the options available to you. Your original file has AHTrimble.com defaults set. You can view 
those settings by downloading the “AHTrimble Baofeng UV-5RA General Radio Menu 
Settings” file.  


